CAPABILITY STATEMENT

INTERNATIONAL
ARBITRATION
SUPPORT
Nardello & Co. routinely assists law firms, multinational corporations and
sovereigns in developing information and gathering evidence to support
their arbitration strategy.
Drawing on our experience as former US federal
prosecutors, attorneys, general counsels for
multinational corporations, law enforcement
personnel, intelligence operatives, licensed
investigators, forensic accountants and journalists,
we design and implement investigative plans
tailored to and informed by our clients’ needs.

Nardello & Co.’s team not only provides
information, but it delivers strategic
advice that guides and assists our clients’
arbitration strategy in a thoughtful,
timely and cost effective manner.
Keeping in mind the relevant evidentiary and ethical
rules, we conduct our international arbitration
support assignments with the goal of developing
tangible and admissible evidence that can prove
claims or support defenses and aid our clients in
their efforts to collect on arbitral judgments.

SELECT INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
SUPPORT EXPERIENCE
We have substantial experience supporting clients
in international arbitration proceedings, often with
hundreds of millions—if not billions—of dollars at
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Our Services
In support of arbitration matters we assist our
clients in a variety of ways including:
■■ Finding, examining and analyzing information,
intelligence and raw data that can have
evidentiary potential or that can be useful to
counsel in negotiating a settlement
■■ Tracing and locating assets, both prior to the
arbitration and post-judgment
■■ Testing the opposition’s theory to see if it is
supported by information in the public record
or information obtained through confidential
sources
■■ Creating alternative theories to counter
scenarios presented by the opposition
■■ Identifying, locating and interviewing potential
witnesses
■■ Conducting background investigations of
the adversary’s witnesses to impeach their
credibility
■■ Investigating the credentials of expert
witnesses
■■ Interviewing confidential sources for
background information where public records
are unavailable, unhelpful or non-existent
■■ Retrieving and analyzing data files using
computer forensic methods
■■ Conducting forensic accounting reviews of
financial records

stake. While many of the basic skill sets that we use for other matters (e.g., civil litigation support and
international investigations) influence our approach here, we are also able to draw on specific lessons
learned from our work on previous arbitration matters. Unlike most other investigative firms, our senior
management is intimately familiar with the international arbitration process and the various challenges that
arise therein. Examples of our relevant international arbitration experience are as follows:

Case Study | Identifying Seizable Assets of a Latin American Country
Nardello & Co. was retained by a US law firm on behalf of an investment fund that had a large judgment
against a Latin American country and sought to seize assets of that country as part of its collection
strategy. During an initial phase of the investigation, we conducted significant research to identify
companies that qualified as government entities or alter egos of the relevant government. Based on
our preliminary findings, we then looked closely at the key entities in question to determine whether
they conducted business outside of the country and if so, whether this presented opportunities to seize
assets (e.g., bond payments). We also reviewed securities filings in the target country and the US, and
determined that certain government entities held significant stakes in public US companies. In addition,
since the judgment was against a major oil and gas producing country, we reviewed various oil concession
agreements and determined that land-based oil concessions were under the control of each individual
state but offshore concessions were the property of the federal government, meaning that payments
relating to offshore concessions were potentially available for seizure. The client used our findings to
inform its legal strategy.

Case Study | Underhanded Partners Siphon Funds Through Shell Companies
Nardello & Co. was retained by a US law firm on behalf of an individual with substantial energy interests
in the FSU region. The ultimate client believed that its partners in a joint venture had improperly
siphoned off funds from the joint venture to companies under their control. Through an extensive review
of shipping, corporate, securities and regulatory filings in several countries, we were able to establish
that the partners had used a series of shell companies to siphon funds through a transfer pricing
scheme. We were also able to document how the partners owned a series of substantial assets in the
US through a complex web of companies. Equally important, we were able to document occasions on
which the partners had made material misrepresentations to both US courts and US regulatory agencies
concerning their ownership of these US companies. Our findings were used to inform our client’s legal
strategy.

Case Study | Investigating a Mining Company’s Swindling Scheme
Nardello & Co. was retained by a US law firm on behalf of a sovereign to assist in arbitration against a
mining company that reportedly misappropriated funds from a joint venture with the sovereign. Using
local media, securities filings, corporate filings and litigation records from five countries, we documented
a longstanding pattern of significant undisclosed related-party transactions involving the key officers
of the mining company and other companies related through cross-ownership and/or interlocking
directorates. We were also able to establish that these same individuals had previously been the subjects
of litigation involving allegations of corrupt practices that were analogous to those alleged in the current
matter. Our findings formed the basis for an expert report that was submitted into evidence in the
proceeding.

Case Study | Credibility of Prosperous Businessman Discredited
Working on behalf of a sovereign, we led a multi-year investigation relating to claims made in an
arbitration proceeding by a wealthy businessman that our client had improperly seized assets he
allegedly controlled. Working closely with representatives of the sovereign, we interviewed witnesses,
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reviewed thousands of records and ultimately developed significant evidence that the businessman
did not own any of the entities at issue. We also uncovered substantial evidence of other bad acts and
misdeeds by the businessman, which compromised his credibility.

Case Study | Revealing Assets of the Government of the Republic of Congo
Nardello & Co. was retained in a case involving an international arbitration award against the government
of the Republic of Congo (Brazzaville). Nardello & Co. identified deal flows associated with the export
of lumber and the state-owned ships used for that export. In addition, we identified $6 million worth of
New York real estate and a bank account in the Cook Islands. Although the account at the time held less
than $500,000, it had in the past held deposits of several million dollars and was clearly active.

Case Study | Global Search For Assets of an African Nation
Following an international arbitration award, a multinational construction company retained Nardello
& Co. to search worldwide for assets of an African nation. Cash deposits and other significant assets
were discovered in New York, London, the Caribbean and offshore banking havens in Australasia. An
examination of business partnerships also identified deal flows and subsequently assets in the form of
cargo on the high seas.

WHAT SETS US APART
Nardello & Co.’s adherence to our core values has led clients to retain us time and again on matters of
the utmost importance and sensitivity. Our relationships are built on:
■■ Integrity. Acting ethically and legally is of paramount importance to us. We respect the laws of the
countries in which we have offices and in the jurisdictions in which we work. Our clients’ confidences
are sacrosanct and we rigorously screen for conflicts.
■■ Analysis. Creativity. Thoroughness. We don’t believe in menu-driven investigations or a democracy of
facts. We are exhaustive but focused and adept at teasing out inferences, providing corroboration and
separating “information” from evidence.
■■ Responsiveness. Hands-on management. We focus on our clients’ objectives and tailor our
investigative strategies accordingly. There are no layers between the professionals who do the work
and the clients we serve.
■■ Client focus. We communicate with our clients clearly, succinctly and in real time. We respect budgets
and deadlines.
■■ Independence. Collaboration. We are independently owned and answer only to our clients—not investors,
not shareholders. Our offices collaborate, not compete, providing our clients with seamless service.

No parachutes needed
We’re already on the ground with in-country resources worldwide. We speak the language, we’re on
top of the politics, we understand the regulatory environment and we know the key players.

About our firm
Nardello & Co. is a global investigations firm with experienced professionals handling a broad range of
issues including the FCPA/UK Bribery Act and other corruption-related investigations, civil and white collar
criminal litigation and arbitration support, asset tracing, strategic intelligence and political risk assessment,
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computer forensics, and reputational due diligence. Our clients include the world’s leading law firms and
financial institutions, Fortune 500 and FTSE 100 companies, high-net-worth individuals and family offices,
governments, NGOs, sports organizations and academic institutions. With offices in New York, London,
Washington DC, Atlanta, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Milan and Dubai, Nardello & Co.’s professional staff includes
former US federal prosecutors, former general counsels of multinational corporations, US and international
lawyers, former law enforcement personnel and intelligence operatives, licensed investigators, research
analysts, former journalists, financial crime specialists, forensic accountants and computer forensic experts.

Why risk it?
Whether you have an urgent situation today or something stirring on the horizon, whenever, wherever you
need us, we’ll work with you to develop custom solutions to meet your needs.

Contact
Sabina Menschel

President & Chef Operating Officer
smenschel@narelloandco.com
+1 202 545 3000
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